Abstract In this paper we consider the use of extended formulations in LP-based algorithms for mixed integer conic quadratic programming (MICQP). Extended formulations have been used by Vielma, Ahmed and Nemhauser (2008) and Hijazi, Bonami and Ouorou (2013) to construct algorithms for MICQP that can provide a significant computational advantage. The first approach is based on an extended or lifted polyhedral relaxation of the Lorentz cone by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (2001) that is extremely economical, but whose approximation quality cannot be iteratively improved. The second is based on a lifted polyhedral relaxation of the euclidean ball that can be constructed using techniques introduced by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis (2005) . This relaxation is less economical, but its approximation quality can be iteratively improved. Unfortunately, while the approach of Vielma, Ahmed and Nemhauser is applicable for general MICQP problems, the approach of Hijazi, Bonami and Ouorou can only be used for MICQP problems with convex quadratic constraints. In this paper we show how a homogenization procedure can be combined with the technique by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis to adapt the extended formulation used by Hijazi, Bonami and Ouorou to a class of conic mixed integer programming problems that include general MICQP problems. We then compare the effectiveness of this new extended formulation against traditional and extended formulation-based algorithms for MICQP. We find that this new formulation can be used to improve various LP-based algorithms. In particular, the formulation provides an easy-to-implement procedure that, in our benchmarks, significantly improved the performance of commercial MICQP solvers.
Introduction
Most state of the art solvers for (convex) mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) can be classified as nonlinear programming (NLP) based branch-and-bound algorithms or linear programming (LP) based branchand-bound algorithms. NLP-based algorithms (e.g. [11, 29, 36, 43] ) are the natural extension of LP-based branchand-bound algorithms for mixed integer linear programming (MILP) and solve the NLP relaxation of the MINLP in each node of the branch-and-bound tree. In contrast, LP-based algorithms (e.g. [3, 9, 17, 18, 23, 41, 46, 47] ) try to avoid solving the NLP relaxation as much as possible. To achieve this they use a polyhedral relaxation of the nonlinear constraints to construct an LP that is solved in the nodes of the branch-and-bound tree. The relaxation is iteratively refined through the branch-and-bound procedure, which is combined with sporadic solutions to the NLP relaxation.
Traditional LP-based algorithms construct the polyhedral relaxations in the original variable space used to describe the nonlinear constraints. However, an emerging trend is to use auxiliary variables to construct extended or lifted polyhedral relaxations of the nonlinear constraints. This approach exploits the fact that the projection of a polyhedron can have significantly more inequalities than the original polyhedron. Hence, it is sometimes possible to construct small lifted polyhedral relaxations with the same approximation quality as significantly larger relaxations in the original space. Two algorithms that use lifted polyhedral relaxations to solve quadratic MINLP problems are the lifted LP branch-and-bound (LiftedLP) algorithm developed in [45] and the variant of BONMIN introduced in [32] . The two main differences between these approaches are the class of lifted polyhedral approximation used and the range of problems to which they are applicable. The LiftedLP algorithm from [45] uses a lifted polyhedral relaxation of the Lorentz (or second order) cone introduced by BenTal and Nemirovski [5] and hence is applicable to any mixed integer conic quadratic programming (MICQP) problem. This relaxation can be tailored to any approximation quality, but once this approximation is fixed the relaxation cannot be easily refined. More specifically, the only known way to improve the approximation quality is to reconstruct the relaxation from scratch. In this paper we refer to approximations with this property as static lifted polyhedral relaxations. The inability to easily refine a static relaxation is clearly undesirable. However, the number of constraints and additional variables in the approximation by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski grows so slowly that the LiftedLP algorithm is able to use a fixed relaxation throughout its execution. While the approximation quality has to be selected a priori, this choice is often a minor calibration exercise and the resulting algorithm can significantly outperform traditional LP and NLP-based algorithms. Still, if the approximation quality is chosen poorly, the only way to adjust it is to reconstruct the relaxation and restart the algorithm. One potential solution to this issue is the variant of BONMIN from [32] . This algorithm uses a lifted polyhedral relaxation of the euclidean ball that can be constructed using techniques introduced by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis [44] . This approximation is not as efficient as the one by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski, but it is straightforward to iteratively refine it to improve the approximation accuracy. In this paper we refer to approximations with this property as dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations. Using this approximation can also significantly improve the performance of traditional LP-based algorithms. However, the approach is only applicable for MINLP problems with convex quadratic constraints and hence cannot be used for all problems for which the LiftedLP algorithm is applicable.
In this paper we study the effectiveness of dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations for the solution of general MICQP problems. In particular, we introduce three dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations of the Lorentz cone. The first relaxation is a straightforward adaptation of a portion of the original static relaxation introduced by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [5] . The second relaxation we construct by combining a homogenization procedure with the relaxation technique by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis [44] . This yields a relaxation for various conic sets including the Lorentz cone. The final relaxation is a simple combination of the previous two. All three approximations can be used to improve the LiftedLP algorithm from [45] . However, we show that they can also be used directly by interpreting them as lifted conic quadratic formulations of the Lorentz cone, which lead to extended MICQP re-formulations of any MICQP problem. We computationally evaluate the effectiveness of all three formulations when used by themselves and as an improvement of the LiftedLP algorithm. Our computational results show that the extended MICQP re-formulation version of the homogenized variant of the Tawarmalani and Sahinidis relaxation can provide a significant computational advantage over traditional LP and NLP algorithms and other lifted polyhedral relaxation approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to LP-based algorithms for MINLP, a detailed description of existing lifted polyhedral relaxations and a brief description of their use in LP-based algorithms. This section also compares and contrasts the advantages of extremely economical static lifted polyhedral relaxations that cannot be iteratively refined, to less economical dynamic relaxations that can be refined. In particular, the section introduces the relaxation from [32, 44] as an extremely effective compromise between these objectives, that nonetheless has some modeling limitations. Then, Section 3 shows how the modeling limitations of the relaxation from [32, 44] can be eliminated through a homogenization procedure that adapts it to all MICQP problems. In this section we also discuss the relation of the homogenization procedure with existing perspective reformulation techniques. The new lifted polyhedral relaxation leads to some variants of the LiftedLP algorithm from [45] , which are described in detail in Section 4. This section also shows how the relaxations can be used directly by interpreting them as extended MICQP reformulations. Section 5 then provides a computational comparison of these algorithms and traditional LP-based and NLP-based algorithms. Finally, Section 6 discusses some possible improvements for specific classes of problems and some open questions concerning the best possible approximation quality for dynamic lifted polyhedral approximations. Omitted proofs and additional figures and tables are provided in Appendices A and B.
To improve readability we use the convention of naming polyhedral sets in a natural original variable space with upper case letters (e.g. P ) and non-polyhedral sets in the same space with bold upper case letters (e.g. C). Lifted sets defined in the space of original and auxiliary variables additionally appear with a "hat" (e.g. P for lifted polyhedral sets and C for lifted non-polyhedral sets). Additional definitions and notation will be introduced as they are needed through the paper.
LP Based Algorithms and Lifted Polyhedral Relaxations
We consider a MICQP of the form obj MICQP := max cx (1a) s.t.
Ex ≤ h, (1b)
where c ∈ R n , E ∈ R m×n , h ∈ R m , · 2 is the euclidean norm, a l · x is the inner product between a l and b, and where for each l ∈ {1, . . . , q} there exist
We start by noting that constraint (1c) can be written as
: y 2 ≤ y 0 . Hence, to get an LP-based algorithm for (1) it suffices to construct a polyhedral relaxation of L d .
We can construct a polyhedral relaxation of L d through its semi-infinite representation given by
where
is a polyhedron such that
. This polyhedral relaxation can easily be refined by noting that if
Polyhedral relaxations such as O d , which do not use auxiliary variables and can be iteratively refined, lead to traditional LP-based algorithms usually known as outer approximation algorithms. The simplest version of such algorithms is the MILP-based algorithm by Duran and Grossmann [17] . In the context of MICQP, this algorithm is based on the MILP relaxation of MICQP given by
x ∈ R n , (3f)
We denote this relaxation by MILP Ω l q
l=1
.
A basic version of the MILP-based outer approximation algorithm for solving MICQP is given in Algorithm 1, where for simplicity we have assumed the existence of an initial approximating set Ω l q l=1 for which
is bounded. Algorithm 1 converges in finite time for pure integer problems (p = 0) with bounded feasible regions and simple modifications can ensure convergence for the mixed integer case too (e.g. see [9, 17, 18] ). However, the following example from [32] shows that an exponential number of iterations may be needed even for very simple pure integer problems.
and consider the description of F n as the feasible region of MICQP given by
(4c) be an optimal solution to MILP Ω l q l=1
Return (x,ȳ) as the optimal solution to MICQP. 10 else It is shown in [32] that if P ⊆ R n is a polyhedron such that F n ⊆ P and P ∩ Z n = ∅, then P must have at least 2 n facets. In particular, (x,
n and hence Algorithm 1 will require an exponential number of iterations to prove that
We can check thatF n := x ∈ R n :
As expectedF n has an exponential number of facets, but using standard LP techniques we can construct the lifted LP representation ofF n given by
Then, this formulation is a lifted polyhedral relaxation ofF n with a linear number of constraints and additional variables that can be used to prove F n ∩Z n = ∅. Hence, the exponential behavior from Example 1 can be avoided by using auxiliary variables. In the following subsection we describe two lifted polyhedral relaxation approaches that can be used to prove F n ∩ Z n = ∅ and are also applicable to more general MICQPs.
Lifted Polyhedral Relaxations
We begin with a formal definition of a lifted polyhedral relaxation of L d (the definition naturally generalizes to arbitrary convex sets).
where Proj (y 0 ,y) is the orthogonal projection onto the (y 0 , y) variables.
Two desirable properties of a lifted polyhedral relaxation are small number of inequalities (m 1 ) and number of auxiliary variables (m 2 ), and high approximation quality (quantified through various measures). For instance, the first approximation we consider additionally satisfies
which we refer to as having approximation quality ε, and m 1 , m 2 ≤ ψ (d, ln (1/ε)) for a low degree polynomial ψ. This approximation was introduced by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [5] (see also [24] ) and its construction begins by building the lifted polyhedral relaxation of L 2 given in the following proposition.
s is a lifted polyhedral relaxation of L 2 with approximation quality ε = cos
To construct a lifted polyhedral relaxation of L d for d > 2, Ben-Tal and Nemirovski observe that
Recursively repeating this construction for the d/2 + 1 dimensional Lorentz cone inside this representation we can construct a version with additional variables that only uses d − 1 three dimensional Lorentz cones. This construction was denoted the tower of variables by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski and yields the lifted representation
is defined by the recursion r 0 = d, r k+1 = r k /2 for k ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1} and [5] ). However, we will see that using alternative approximations could lead to a computational advantage in our context, so the following proposition first presents a generic version of the approximation and then specializes it to the original Ben-Tal and Nemirovski approximation.
and P := P i,k : i ∈ {1, . . . , r k /2 }, k ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1} be a family of polyhedra such that, for each i and k,
Then, for any ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists an s (ε) ∈ Z + such that L It is not hard to see that for an appropriately chosen ε, L d s(ε) is a lifted polyhedral relaxation with a polynomial number of variables and constraints that can prove F n ∩ Z n = ∅. However, this can also be achieved with the tower of variables construction without the use of N 2 s . To show that we will use the following straightforward corollary of Proposition 2, which approximates each 
Then, if we let Ω := {Ω 0,0 : i ∈ {1, . . . , t k /2 }, k ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1}} then
We can also check that
and both of these formulations can be used to prove s . This approximation can be constructed using the following proposition from [44] .
Proposition 3 Let f j : R → R be strictly convex differentiable functions for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let Γ := While set G in Proposition 8 has a somewhat restrictive structure, [32] uses it to constructs the following linear sized polyhedral approximation that is able to prove
Example 3 An alternative extended formulation of set F n from Example 1 is given by
Constraint (9c) is not convex, but because y 0 is fixed to a constant, without loss of generality, we can replace (9b) by y 0 = n−1 4 and (9c) by n j=1 y 2 j ≤ y 0 . Applying Proposition 3 for f j (y j ) = y 2 j and Γ j = {−1/2, 1/2} for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} yields the polyhedral relaxation of (9), given by
We can then check that (x, y, w) ∈ R 3n : (10), x ∈ Z n = ∅. Fortunately, as we will show in the following section, a simple homogenization technique can be used to adapt (8) to yield lifted polyhedral relaxations of L d and other conic sets. These lifted polyhedral relaxations share with (8) the possibility of being iteratively refined. To simplify exposition, from now on we refer to relaxations that can be iteratively refined as dynamic relaxations and to those that cannot be easily refined as static relaxations.
Dynamic Lifted Polyhedral Relaxations of Conic Sets
Proposition 3 cannot be directly used to construct a polyhedral relaxation of L d , but it can be used to construct relaxations of the euclidean ball
be transformed to a relaxation of L d through a similar homogenization. This approach can be formally stated through the following proposition, which we prove in Appendix A (see Section 6 for an alternative derivation).
= ∞ for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} so that the closure of the perspective function of f is given by
Furthermore, if functions f j are differentiable, then for any Γ := Γ j : j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that Γ j ⊆ R and Finally, if (y 0 , y, w) ∈ C (Γ ) \ C, then there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and γ ∈ R such that (y 0 , y, w) / ∈ C (Γ ) if we
Obtaining a dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxation for L d is a direct corollary of Proposition 4 by letting
( See [6, p. 109] for an alternative derivation). One notable difference between the general approximation from Proposition 4 and the approximation of L d from Corollary 2 below is the inclusion of constraint y 0 ≥ 0 in the later. This constraint is excluded in Proposition 4, but is implied by the nonlinear constraints defining C and can be arbitrarily approximated by the linear constraints of C (Γ ) by appropriately selecting Γ (e.g. see the proof of Lemma 2 in Appendix A). The constraint is explicitly included in Corollary 2 to ensure conic quadratic representability of H d and for computational convenience and numerical stability in H d (Γ ).
Corollary 2 Let
quadratic constraints, one linear constraint 4 and d auxiliary variables.
Furthermore, for any Γ := Γ j : j ∈ {1, . . . , n} for Γ j ⊆ R with Γ j < ∞, the set
With a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to H d (Γ ) as the separable relaxation to emphasize the fact that it considers nonlinearities one variable at a time in a similar way to Proposition 3.
Relation to Perspective Reformulations
Perspective functions have been used to model unions of convex sets [12, 25, 43] for many years, with a recent emphasis on modeling of the union of a point and a single convex set [19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 31] . We now show how these techniques can be adapted to give an alternative construction of the lifted separable reformulation
The alternate construction of C is based on the lifted reformulation of 
We can also check that cone ({1} × C) = Proj (y 0 ,y) (cone (conv (C +,1 ∪ C +,0 ))) and that cone (conv (C +,1 ∪ C +,0 )) is obtained by removing y 0 ≤ 1 from the right hand side of (13), from which we precisely obtain C 5 . Finally, inequalities f (γ) − γf (γ) y 0 + f (γ) y ≤ w j from the polyhedral approximation of C can be obtained from the perspective cuts from [19] .
Lifted LP-Based Algorithms
We can construct lifted LP-based algorithms for MICQP by combining lifted polyhedral relaxations of L d with the general algorithmic framework of traditional LP-based branch-and-bound algorithms [3, 9, 10, 18, 41] . For static relaxations such as L d s(ε) , [45] introduces the LiftedLP algorithm, which uses branching and the sporadic solutions of nonlinear relaxations to avoid the need to refine the polyhedral relaxation. Similarly, for dynamic polyhedral relaxations such as H d (Γ ) we can follow the approach of [32] and adapt a traditional LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm to construct and refine the polyhedral relaxation on the space of original and auxiliary variables. However, for the polyhedral relaxations that are based on a nonlinear reformulation of (6), we can more easily adapt a traditional LP-based algorithm by simply giving it this reformulation. We now describe how to do this for three relaxations. We then describe two versions of the LiftedLP algorithm [45] that we test in Section 5.
Algorithms from Nonlinear Reformulations
The first two relaxations we consider correspond to the tower of variables reformulation T d and the separable reformulation H d from Corollary 2. The third one is a combination of these two relaxations. For all three relaxations we give to the LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm a reformulation of MICQP of the form
x ∈ R n , (14f)
Because the LP-based algorithm will consider auxiliary variables z l as formulation variables it will construct and refine a polyhedral relaxation of nonlinear constraints (14e) in the y l 0 , y l , z l variable space. This will effectively construct a lifted polyhedral relaxation of L d l using auxiliary variables z l . The nonlinear reformulation associated to the tower of variables relaxation from Corollary 1 is equal T d defined in (6) . This reformulation uses auxiliary variables
in Proposition 2 and corresponds to replacing (14e) with
The nonlinear reformulation associated to the separable relaxation described in Corollary 2 is equal to H d defined in (12) . This reformulation uses auxiliary variables z = w ∈ R d and corresponds to replacing (14e) with
The final reformulation is a combination of the previous two that replaces L 2 in (15c) with H 2 . This reformulation uses auxiliary variables
The version of constraint (14e) for this case is
In Section 5 we compare the effectiveness of these nonlinear reformulations with two versions of the LiftedLP algorithm of [45] , which we now describe in detail.
Branch-based LiftedLP Algorithm and Cut-based Adaptation
The original LiftedLP algorithm of [45] uses a version of L d s(ε) introduced in [24] . This version corresponds to the static lifted polyhedral relaxation described by the following corollary.
where 
where Γ l corresponds to the set of inequalities currently used by the algorithms. If
constraints (18f) do not restrict y l , y l 0 in any way, so we assume that in such case (18f) is simply omitted. Vectors l, u ∈ (R ∪ {−∞, ∞}) n correspond to variable lower and upper bounds that are used to define a node in the branch-and-bound tree. These bounds are initially infinite (l j = −∞ an u j = ∞ for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}) and are only modified for integer constrained variables x j for j ∈ I. The infinite bounds for the continuous variables are included to simplify notation. We denote the relaxation defined in (18
. The algorithms also use the following nonlinear relaxation to sporadically compute node-bounds or as a heuristic to find feasible solutions.
We denote this relaxation CP (l, u).
The final ingredient in the algorithms is a list of branch-and-bound nodes to be processed, which we denote 
is feasible and obj
. 14 else /* Run Heuristic and Refine */
15
Let l j = l k j , u j = u k j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ I.
16
Let l j = u j =x j for all j ∈ I.
17
Solve CP(l, u).
18
if CP(l, u) is feasible and obj CP(l,u) > LB then
Pick j 0 in {j ∈ I :x j / ∈ Z}.
25
Let l j = l k j , u j = u k j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {j 0 }.
26
Let u j 0 = x j 0 , l j 0 = x j 0 + 1.
Remove every node (l k , u k , UB k ) ∈ M such that UB k ≤ LB. The original LiftedLP algorithm from [45] is obtained when we let Γ l 0 = ∅ for all l ∈ {1, . . . , q} and we use the branch-based refinement procedure described in Algorithm 3. The procedure begins by solving the nonlinear
Input: Lower and upper variable bounds
, lower bound LB, node bound y LP(l k ,u k ) ,
relaxation that would have been solved by an NLP-based branch-and-bound algorithm in the current node. The procedure then processes this node exactly as an NLP-based branch-and-bound algorithm would. In line 2 it first checks if the node can be fathomed by bound or infeasibility. If this fails, the procedure attempts to fathom by integrality in lines 4-6. Finally, if all the previous steps fail, the procedure branches on an integer constrained variable with a fractional value in lines 6-11.
Finally, a cut-based version of the algorithm that truly uses H Cut-based refinement, Cut. REFINE l
, lower bound LB, node bound y LP(l k ,u k ) , node list M and cut list Γ l q l=1
Computational Experiments
In this section we compare the performance of the different algorithms on the portfolio optimization instances considered in [45] . We begin by describing the portfolio optimization instances and how the different algorithms are implemented. We then present the results of the computational experiments.
Instances
The instances from [45] correspond to three classes of portfolio optimization instances with limited diversification or cardinality constraints [7, 8, 14, 40] which are formulated as MICQPs. All three problems construct a portfolio out of n assets with an expected returnā ∈ R n . The objective is to maximize the return of the portfolio subject to various risk constraints and limitation on the number of assets considered in the portfolio. To simplify the description of the three versions we deviate from the conventions of (1) and use different names for continuous and integer constrained variables. With this the first class of problems we consider are of the form maxāx (20a)
n j=1
where x indicates the fraction of the portfolio invested in each asset, Q 1/2 is the positive semidefinite square root of the covariance matrix of the returns of the stocks, σ is the maximum allowed risk and K < n is the maximum number of assets that can be included in the portfolio. We refer to this class of instances as the classical instances.
The second class of problems is obtained by replacing constraint (20b) with a shortfall constraint considered in [38, 37] . This constraint can be formulated as
where W low i and η i are given parameters and Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the Normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. We refer to this class of instances as the shortfall instances.
The third and final class of problems correspond to a robust version of (20) introduced in [13] . This model introduces an additional continuous variable t, replaces the objective function (20a) with max t and adds the constraintāx − α R 1/2 y 2 ≥ t where R 1/2 is the positive semidefinite square root of a given matrix R and α is a given scalar parameter. We refer to this class of instances as the robust instances. We note that only the classical instances can be handled by the lifted polyhedral relaxation considered in [32] .
Implementation and Computational Settings
All algorithms and models were implemented using the JuMP modeling language [2, 39] and solved with CPLEX v12.6 [34] and Gurobi v5.6.3 [30] . The complete code for this implementation is available at https://github. com/juan-pablo-vielma/extended-MIQCP.
Our base benchmark algorithms are CPLEX and Gurobi's standard algorithms for solving MICQP. Both solvers implement an NLP-based branch-and-bound algorithm and a standard LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm. Each of these implementations include advanced features such as cutting planes, heuristics, preprocessing and elaborate branching and node selection strategies. We refer to the NLP-based algorithms as CPLEXCP and GurobiCP, and to the LP-based algorithms as CPLEXLP and GurobiLP. All four algorithms can be used by simply giving the model to the appropriate solver and setting a specialized parameter value.
We also implemented a branch-based and a cut-based version of Algorithm 2. The branch-based version corresponds to the LiftedLP algorithm from [45] and its implementation requires access to a branch callback, which is not provided by Gurobi. For this reason we only implemented a CPLEX version similar to the original implementation from [45] . This version was developed using the branch, heuristic and incumbent callbacks for CPLEX provided by the CPLEX.jl library [1] . We refer to this algorithm as LiftedLP. Implementing the cut-based versions of Algorithm 2 only requires access to a lazy constraint callback and to a heuristic callback. These callbacks can be accessed for CPLEX and Gurobi through the solver independent callback interface provided by JuMP, which allowed us to implement a version of this algorithm that is not tied to either solver. We implemented the cut-based LiftedLP algorithm for all three lifted polyhedral relaxations considered in Section 4.1. However, as noted in Section 4.2, preliminary experiments showed that the version based on H d (Γ ) provides comparable or better performance than the other two versions. For this reason we here only present results for that version, which corresponds to Algorithm 2 using the cut-based refinement described in Algorithm 4. We refer to the implementation of this algorithm using CPLEX and Gurobi as base solvers as CPLEXSepLazy and GurobiSepLazy respectively.
Finally, instead of implementing LP-based algorithms that only use a dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxation (i.e. that does not use L d ε or L d s(ε) ), we simply solve the three lifted reformulations described in Section 4.1 with CPLEX and Gurobi's LP-based algorithms. We refer to the implementations based on reformulation (15) as CPLEXTowerLP and GurobiTowerLP, to the implementations based on reformulation (16) as CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP and to the implementations based on reformulation (17) as CPLEXTowerSepLP and GurobiTowerSepLP.
Results
All computational results in this section are from tests on a Intel i7-3770 3.40GHz Linux workstation with 32GB of RAM. All algorithms were limited to a single thread by appropriately setting CPLEX and Gurobi parameters and to a total run time of 3600 seconds. We consider the same portfolio optimization instances from [45] , which correspond to the three classes of problems described in Section 5.1 for K = 10 and n ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100, 200, 300}. For each problem class and choice of n we test 100 randomly generated instances. We refer the reader to [45] for more details on how the instances were generated. All instances and results are available at https://github.com/juan-pablo-vielma/extended-MIQCP. Results are presented in two types of charts. The first type are box-and-whisker charts generated by the BoxWhiskerChart function in Mathematica v10 [48] . These charts consider solve times in seconds in a logarithmic scale and show the median solve times, 25% and 75% quantiles of the solve times and minimum and maximum solve times excluding outliers, which are shown as dots. We note that to ensure the graphs are easily legible in black and white print we use the same colors for each chart. Hence, a given algorithm may be assigned different colors in different charts. The second type are performance profiles introduced by Dolan and Moré [15] with solve time as a performance metric. Finally, tables with summary statistics for all methods and instances are included in the Appendix B.1.
Comparison with Traditional Algorithms and Initial Calibration
In this section we present some initial results that evaluate the difficulty of the considered instances, compare the lifted algorithms to standard algorithms and compare the dynamic lifted relaxations. Because the Classical and Shortfall instances are extremely difficult for many algorithms tested in this section we only consider n ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} for these instances. Similarly we exclude n = 300 for the Robust instances.
The first set of results are presented through box-and-whisker charts in Figure 1 . These charts compare the performance of CPLEX and Gurobi's NLP and LP-based algorithms (CPLEXCP, GurobiCP, CPLEXLP and GurobiLP). The results in [45] showed that NLP-based algorithms had a significant advantage over traditional LP-based algorithms for the portfolio optimization instances. Figure 1 shows that, for sufficiently large values of n, this advantage still holds for current versions of CPLEX and Gurobi.
The second set of results are also presented through box-and-whisker charts in Figure 2 . These charts compare the performance of the branch-based LiftedLP algorithm (LiftedLP) and the two NLP-based algorithms (CPLEXCP and GurobiCP). Figure 2 confirms that, for sufficiently large values of n, LiftedLP still provides an advantage over CPLEXCP and GurobiCP for the considered instances.
The final set of results in this section compares the performance of the three dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations in their nonlinear reformulation versions described in Section 4.1 (CPLEXSepLP, GurobiSepLP, CPLEXTowerLP, GurobiTowerLP, CPLEXTowerSepLP, GurobiTowerSepLP). This time the results are presented through a performance profile in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows that for a fixed solver (CPLEX or Gurobi), the separable relaxation outperforms the other relaxation (i.e. CPLEXSepLP outperforms CPLEXTowerLP and CPLEXTowerSepLP, and GurobiSepLP outperforms GurobiTowerLP and GurobiTowerSepLP). Furthermore, CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP have comparable or better performance than all other combinations of solver and relaxation. These results align with our preliminary experiments which showed that the separable relaxation performed best among the cut-based LiftedLP algorithms considered in Section 4.2. Because the separable relaxation is additionally the simplest, from now on we concentrate on this relaxation among the three dynamic ones. Box-and-whisker charts with more details concerning this experiment are presented in Figure 6 in Appendix B.3. For instance, Figure 6 shows that the pure tower relaxation (CPLEXTowerLP and GurobiTowerLP) can provide an advantage over the separable relaxations (CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP) for the smallest instances, but the combined tower-separable relaxation (CPLEXTowerSepLP and GurobiTowerSepLP) is consistently outperformed by the other two. Additional details are also included in summary tables in Appendices B.1 and B.2. The tables in Appendix B.1 present summary statistics for solve times by class of instance and size, which can be used for even more detailed comparisons. For example, the tables confirm the potential advantage of the tower relaxation for the smallest instances by showing that GurobiTowerLP is the fastest option in 54 out of the 100 shortfall instances for n = 20. The tables in Appendix B.2 present summary statistics for the feasibility quality of the solutions obtained. These statistics show that using the separable reformulation resulted in a significant reduction on the feasibility quality of the solutions obtained, particularly when using Gurobi. However, this reduction in quality is not surprising as errors in the 3-dimensional rotated conic constraints (16a) can easily add up to a larger error in the original conic constraint. Fortunately, this can be easily resolved by increasing the precision for constraints (16a) or by simply correcting the final or intermediate incumbent solutions using the original conic constraint (i.e. by solving the original conic quadratic relaxation with the integer variables fixed appropriately). 
Comparison between Lifted LP-based Algorithms
In this section we compare the performance of the lifted algorithms. Classical and Shortfall instances are still extremely difficult for many of these algorithms so we exclude results for n ∈ {200, 300} for these instances. We begin by comparing the branch-based (LiftedLP) and cut-based LiftedLP algorithms (CPLEXSepLazy and GurobiSepLazy) in Figure 4 . The results show that all three methods have comparable overall performances. The cut-based algorithms do sometimes provide a computational advantage, particularly for the smaller instances. Furthermore, cut-based algorithms also have the practical advantage of being easily implemented for both CPLEX and Gurobi through JuMP.
Our final set of experiments compare the branch-based and cut-based LiftedLP algorithms (LiftedLP, CPLEXSepLazy and GurobiSepLazy) the separable dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxation in its nonlinear reformulation version (CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP). The results are presented through a performance profile in Figure 5 , which also includes the four traditional algorithms (CPLEXCP, GurobiCP, CPLEXLP and GurobiLP) as a reference. Figure 5 confirms that the traditional LP-based algorithms have the worst performance and are rather consistently outperformed by the NLP-based algorithms. In addition, the branch-based LiftedLP algorithm outperforms the traditional algorithms with the exception of CPLEX's non-linear based algorithm (CPLEXCP). Furthermore, the additional advantage provided by the cut-based LiftedLP algorithms allows them to consistently outperform all traditional algorithms. However, the best performance is achieved by the separable dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations in their nonlinear reformulation versions (CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP). Again, box-and-whisker charts and summary statistics tables with more details concerning solve times and solution quality are included in Appendix B. One notable insight from these tables is that the cut-based LiftedLP algorithms can be competitive for the hardest instances. For instance, CPLEXSepLazy was the fastest option in 37 out of the 100 shortfall instances for n = 100.
The JuMP implementation of the cut-based LiftedLP algorithms results on an extremely flexible framework that can significantly outperform traditional algorithms. On the other hand, the separable reformulation provides a consistently better performance without the need for callbacks or any additional programming beyond a simple transformation of the conic constraints. A possible explanation of this performance may be that callbacks interfere with (or even result in the deactivation of) advanced features of the MICQP solvers (e.g. CPLEX turns off the dynamic search feature when control callbacks such as heuristic, lazy constraint and branch callbacks are used [33] ). Hence, it is possible that an internal implementation of the LiftedLP algorithms may provide an advantage in some classes of problems. Furthermore, from a purely theoretical standpoint (i.e. disregarding the mentioned algorithmic details and implementation issues), the only difference between the cut-based LiftedLP 
Possible Extensions and Open Questions
The computational results show that the separable reformulations provide a clear advantage over the original LiftedLP algorithm and standard LP-based and NLP-based algorithms for all three variants of the portfolio optimization problem. However, a further strengthening of the reformulation may be possible for the classical instances. In addition, some theoretical questions remain about the approximation quality provided by the reformulation.
Formulation Strengthening for Portfolio Optimization Through Perspective Reformulations
The relation between the separable reformulation and perspective formulations of unions of convex sets described in Section 3.1 can also be used to strengthen the separable reformulation for the classical portfolio optimization instances (20) for Q 1/2 = I. If we rewrite (20b) using separable reformulation H d defined in (12) we obtain
x j = 1, (21d)
However, using known results (e.g. [42] and Section 3.4 of [28] ), we may replace (21a)-(21b) with
to obtain a stronger formulation. Having Q 1/2 = I is essential for this improvement, but extending it to general Q 1/2 may be possible by using other known techniques [16, 20, 35] .
Approximation Quality of Dynamic Lifted Polyhedral Relaxations
It is well known that constructing a non-lifted (i.e. Finally, [6] shows that L 
A Proof of Proposition 4
To prove Proposition 4 we begin with the following lemma, which gives a characterization of the homogenization of a convex set described by nonlinear constraints.
= ∞ so that the closure of the perspective function of f is given by
Proof Let D := (y 0 , y) ∈ R d+1 : clf (y 0 , y) ≤ y 0 . We have {1} × C ⊆ D and D is a convex cone because clf (y 0 , y) is a homogeneous function, so cone ({1} × C) ⊆ D.
For the reverse inclusion, let (y 0 , y) ∈ D. If y 0 = 0 then y = 0 and hence (y 0 , y) ∈ cone ({1} × C). If y 0 > 0 then (y 0 , y) /y 0 ∈ {1} × C and hence (y 0 , y) ∈ cone ({1} × C).
The final ingredient for the proof of Proposition 4 is the following lemma that shows how to translate the polyhedral approximation for univariate functions to their homogenization.
Furthermore, (y 0 , y, w) ∈ epi clf if and only if either y 0 = y = 0 ≤ w or if y 0 > 0 and
for γ (y 0 , y) defined in Corollary 2.
For the reverse inclusion, let (y 0 , y, w) ∈ D. We first show that y 0 ≥ 0, by assuming y 0 < 0 and reaching a contradiction. For this we consider cases y = 0 and y = 0 separately. For both cases note that limx→∞ f (x) |x| = ∞ implies that lim x→+∞ f (x) = +∞ and lim x→−∞ f (x) = −∞.
For case y = 0, note that if y 0 < 0, then y 0 f (0) ≤ y 0 (f (γ) − γf (γ)) for all γ ∈ R by convexity of f . Hence, if (y 0 , y, w) ∈ D and y 0 < 0 then y 0 f (0) + f (γ) y ≤ w (25) for all γ ∈ R. Taking limit for γ → ∞ when y > 0 and for γ → −∞ when y < 0 in (25) we arrive at a contradiction with w < ∞.
For case y = 0, note that by convexity of f and the mean value theorem we have that
for all γ ∈ R. Then, if y 0 < 0, by taking limit for γ → ∞ in (26) we again arrive at a contradiction with w < ∞.
We now show that any (y 0 , y, w) ∈ D with y 0 ≥ 0 also belongs to epi clf . We divide the proof into cases y 0 = 0 and y 0 > 0.
For case, y 0 = 0, note that (y 0 , y, w) ∈ D implies f (γ) y ≤ w for all γ ∈ R. Taking limit for γ → ∞ when y > 0 and for γ → −∞ when y < 0, we conclude that y = 0 and w ≥ 0. Hence, (y 0 , y, w) ∈ epi clf .
For case, y 0 > 0 we can check that (y, w) /y 0 ∈ epi (f ) and then (y 0 , y, w) /y 0 ∈ {1} × epi (f ). Hence, (y 0 , y, w) ∈ cone ({1} × epi (f )) ⊆ epi clf .
For the final statement, it suffices to prove that (y 0 , y, w) ∈ epi clf if y 0 > 0 and (y 0 , y, w) satisfies (24) . For this note that, if the last two conditions hold, then (y, w) /y 0 ∈ epi (f ), which we have already shown implies (y 0 , y, w) ∈ epi clf .
Combining these lemmas we obtain the following straightforward proof of Proposition 4.
Proof (of Proposition 4) Let f (y) = Tables 1-8 show some summary statistics for the solve times for the different algorithms and instances. These statistics include the minimum, average and maximum solve times, together with their standard deviation. The tables also include the number of each solver was the fastest (wins) and the number of times a solver has a solution time that was within 1% and 10% of the fastest solver (1% and 10% win). Figure 6 compares the performance of the three dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxations in their nonlinear reformulation version (CPLEXSepLP, GurobiSepLP, CPLEXTowerLP, GurobiTowerLP, CPLEXTowerSepLP, GurobiTowerSepLP). We also include as a reference the NLP-based algorithms CPLEXCP and GurobiCP.
B Additional Graphs and Tables

B.1 Summary Statistics for Solve Times
B.3 Additional Graphs
LiftedLP Our final set of charts compare the branch-and cut-based LiftedLP algorithms (LiftedLP, CPLEXSepLazy and GurobiSepLazy) with the separable dynamic lifted polyhedral relaxation in its nonlinear reformulation version (CPLEXSepLP and GurobiSepLP). To minimize the complexity of the graphics we divide the comparison into two parts. In Figure 7 we compare the branch-based algorithm with the separable reformulations and in Figure 8 we compare the cut-based algorithms with the separable reformulations.
From Figure 7 we see that the separable reformulations provide an advantage over the branch-based LiftedLP algorithm for all instances. However, this advantage becomes smaller as the problems sizes increase and the LiftedLP algorithm can provide an advantage in some instances (e.g Table 7 shows the algorithms is the fastest in 10% of the robust instances for n = 200). Figure 8 shows a similar behavior for the cut-based algorithms. 
